Before The Rain

Verse 1
The fields are dry and dusty
And hope is growing thin
All I can do is wait and pray
For the rains to come again
But even in this moment
It’s more than plain to see
Just how good the Lord has always been to me

CHORUS
So if the table’s empty
I’ll say grace anyway
Hold my precious family close
Give the Good Lord thanks
If the fields are drying up
Beneath the blazing sun
I’ll be grateful for the blessings
Before the rain comes

Verse 2
If life was always easy
It wouldn’t be so good
‘Cause I wouldn’t have to trust the Lord
The way I know I should
And looking back on darker days
He’s proven every time
He’s more than kind and faithful so I know He’ll provide

REPEAT CHORUS

BRIDGE
There’ll come a day when sure enough
Those skies are gonna open up
And we’ll dance and play like little kids again
But until then….

REPEAT CHORUS
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